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Abstract

This thesis investigated newborns' ability to detect contrast

and to discriminate chromatic from achromatic stimulation. I studied

newborns' sensitivity to contrast by taking advantage of their

preference for patterned over unpatterned stimulation. Newborns (0-60)

looked longer at checkerboards in which the checks contrasted by 11%, by

17%. by 23% and by 27% than at. grey squares matched in mean luminance to

the checkerboards. but showed no preference when tested with checks

contrasting by 3% or 5%. In addition, the magnitude of their

preferences increased as a functi?" of increasing contrast. In order to

examine contrast detection developmentally, 2-month-olds (na 24) were

exposed to a ~ries of contrasting checkerqoards and the respective

matching grey squares. The results showed that 2-month-olds

demonstrated preferences for checkerboards with contrasts of 5%. of 11%.

and of 23% but not of 3% over matching grey squares. However, 2-month-

aIds' preferences did not increase with increasing contrast. These

results suggest that newborns and 2-month-olds are much more sensitiye

,

to contrast than previous studies had indicated. ,

.-

.
In studies designed to test color perception, newborns were

shown a s,~ of colored-and-grey checkerboard patt~rns in which the

difference in luminance between the color and the grey components was

varied across a range centred at the luminance where adults would see

the color and the grey as equally bright. It was assumed that with at
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least;~ne of the patterns. newborns would not detect a brightness

di~ference between 'the colored-aod-grey checks. Therefore, nevbgrns

.would be ab Ie

hue. In this

to detect such a pattern only if they could'detect its. .. ~ \ .
/"" .

case, newborns should s~ow a preference for th~s pattern

as well as. all other checkerboards over the matched grey.squareS.

Newborns

grey (n-60), six

were s~ow~six green-and-grey (n-60), six yellow-and

red-anij-grey (n-60) and six blue-and-g~(n-60)

checkerboards and the matching grey squares. The results showed that

regardless of the difference ~n luminance between the chromatic and~J

achrom~tic checks., newborns demons tr.ated that they different iate~rei.

from green, from red, and from yellow. Howe~er, when viewingfblue-and

grey checkerboards, newborns did not show a preference for two of the

patterns over their matchin~ ~rey squares. Secondly, the pattern of

newborns' preferences for these blue-and-grey checkerboards over the

matched squares was very similar to what it had been when newborns were...
shown achromatic checkerboards in Exper~ent 2. This pattern suggests

that only contrast information was present when newborns viewed th~

"blue"-and-grey checkerboards. A subsequent experiment with l-month-
\.Q

olds revealed that infants at this age were able to differentiate the

blue from th~ grey checks in the checkerboards.

These data constitute the first demonstration of color vision in,

newborns. They impf¥ that ~ewb~ns possess at least one functioning

cone syste~~d that at least some portion of the geniculostriate

6. ,
pathway may be operational. The data also suggest that there are

limitations on newborns' color vision: Newborns appeared not to detect

the short-wavelength hue. Moreover, the luminance at which their
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preference for a blue-and-grey stimulus disappeared is consistent with

previous reports that young infants see short-wavelength light as

relatively ~righter than do adults.
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Introduction

Color vision has been a focus of attention in a number of

disciplines. However, little i:-(nown about the ontogeny of color

vision. This ppucity of knowledge has not resulted from a lack of

interest since speculation about, and observations of, developmental

trends in color vision have been made since the beginnings of

experimental psychology ~see Bornstein, 1978; Teller & Bornstein, 1983;

and Werner & Wooten, 1979 for reviews). As we shall see in Chapter 1,

it has resulted instead from a lack of adequate methods to test color

vision.

The evaluation of newborns' color vision addresses a number of

empirical and theoretical issues. At this point, it is not known'

whether the newborn perceives our chromatic environment in black-and-
e..-.

white, in full color, or in partial color. In additi~n, a study of

color visi~n may pr~ide information about the anatomical and

physiological maturity of certain neural ~tructures (Jacobs, 1976). For

example, the process of converting physical wavelengths to neural

signals relies upon a functioning cone system(s) in the retina. Beyond

this level, chromatic signals are organized and transmitted along

specific- pathways through the lateral genic~late nucleus and finally to

the visual areas.'of the occipital cortex (see DeValois, 1973; Huber &

Weisel, 1962; 1966). These structures are also responsible for other

important visual functions such as form perception (De Valois, 1973).

Given ~he anatomical data implying that cert«i~ portions of the nervous

1
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..
The research presented in ~his thesis constitutes a behavioral

evaluation on newborns' color vision. In addition to implications for

I

neural development, these data also explore how color and contrast

~,interact to determine young infants' visual preferences.

(
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CHAPTER 1: Previous Findings on Infants' Chromatic Vision

a) Early Empirical Tests of Infants' Color Vision.

Infants' chromatic v\sion has been a topic of empirical concern

for the past few centuries. Much of the early work was based on simple

observations of infants' behavior in the presence of different colors.

In his famous baby biography, Darwin (1877) noted that his son Doddy did

not appear to respond differentially to different colors until his 49th

day of life. However, Darwin did not control for the possibility that
o

his son was responding on the basis of brightness and not hue

differences between these stimuli. Several investigators in the early

part o~he 20th century realized this potential difficulty and

atteml:~d to control brightness by recording infants' responses to

chromatic stimuli that adults perceived as equally bright.

Holden and Bosse (1900) presented 6- to 12-month-olds with six

colored papers, each mounted on a grey background. The brightness. of

the background was judged by adults to be the same as the brightness of

the hues. Holden and Bosse argued that if infants showed interest and

grasped at any of the colored stimuli, this would indicate that they

could discriminate the hue from its background. The results ,showed that

only after the tenth month did infants grasp at all of the stimuli.

Marsden (1903) examined the development of color sensitivity in his son

by presenting him with a pair of "equ~lly brig6t" colored balls and
.; '.

recording which of the pair the infant preferred to grasp. Marsden

discovered that by the fourth month, his son showed definite preferences

3


























































































































































































































